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Ngunguru School Board of Trustees meeting held   

Tuesday 22nd March commenced at 7:00 p.m 

 

PRESENT: Melissa Gilbert-Smith(Chair), Carolyn Spearpoint, Rick Sayer (Principal), Leila Amos, Amber 
Fayerberg, Chanelle Armstrong, Joel Higgie. 

Absent: Terry Sage 

Visitors: 14 members of the public attending via Zoom. 

Minute Secretary:  Lenise Ludlow (absent); Amber Fayerberg substituting.    
  

Melissa welcomes Trustees and visitors to the meeting. 

Agenda: Tabled. 

Minutes of previous meetings dated 15 February 2022 circulated and tabled. 

Amber notes error in circulated minutes 

Matters arising from previous minutes: 

Discussion ensues regarding minute practice. Rick explains that Lenise writes them and is finding the level 
of desired detail difficult and time consuming. 

Discussion around detail- shouldn’t be he said she said but should include consistent level of detail, 
regardless of topic. Discussion about building trust among the Board, for now deferring to higher level of 
detail than historically included. 

No motion to ratify minutes as errors exist and will do so instead via email.               

 
STRATEGIC DECISIONS 

Deputy Chair 

Melissa will be away for term three, notes need for trustee to preside over meetings in her absence and to 
handle any complaints brought against her. Nominates Amber to be deputy chair. Call for other 
nominations. 

No other nominations. Amber accepts nomination.  

MOTION: To elect Amber Deputy Chair (Melissa)      
 CARRIED 

 

Adopt Strat Plan for 2022 

Rick presents proposed strategic plan for remainder of 2022, which must be submitted Monday 28 March. 
Explained that he took topical goals from 2021 and reframed for 2022, added additions where appropriate 
for final year of three year cycle. 

• Additional goals fit with professional growth cycle and new communication policy 

• Three Key areas: kids, teacher capability, Ngunguru Way- culture, ethos, and community 

• related goals represent what we want for our children 

• Discussion about academic achievement and goal that all students reach academic potential: NAGs 
requires priority for Maori and those achieving below expectation 
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• Amber asks if goal can include extension for students achieving at or above; discussion 
ensues 

• Rick explains that Gifted and Talented programming is an “extra,” while all teachers are 
charged with meeting kids where they are, both remedial and those at or above expectation 

• No school is staffed for GATE programme  

• Explains impact of COVID on staff and that extension teachers covering other classes 

• Consensus to include bullet point that extension learning is a goal and a means to ensure all 
students reach potential. 

 
MOTION: To adopt strategic plan with the addition of extension learning in § 1D.1. 

Melissa/Rick           CARRIED 

 

 
Analysis of Variance (AOV) 

Note that this discussion is to revisit AOV from 15 Feb meeting. AOV due for submission Monday 28 March. 
 
Melissa had discussion with Belinda from NZSTA that area of AOV would be good area for Board education. 
Belinda is delayed by covid isolation but can provide education after submission of present AOV. 
 
Rick gives presentation on AOV: 

• Explains process of staffing providing and examining data as a group.  

• Drop in performance is concerning and abnormal; 

• Notes the inclusion of historical data (2015 cohort)- demonstrates that this year’s drop is unusual (not 
part of AOV but for BOT review) 

• Explains that staff has good handle on why data looks the way it does: 

• Biggest issue is attendance (early years 1-3 is biggest issue) 

• Some typos on Page 17 —Cohort % Change should read “-3” for year 6 and “-17” for year 7 

• Staff reviewed context to understand drop in performance:  

• Example of year 8- Math drop from 83 to 67 percent (-16) 

• New enrolments in year 8 (2 low academic enrollments, and 2 ESOL) have impact on 
percentages 

• Without those 4 students “at or above” rises from 67 to 85 percent; small numbers that can 
have an impact on percentages  

• Melissa wants still to drill down- regardless  

• Rick explains those variables that have changed: 

• certain year group- new low academic enrollments 

• covid 

• high absence - pattern and trend of below students having high absences  

• Compared to regional data - historically performing well 

• acknowledges national downward trends 

• Rick explains management plan to improve performance: 

• Junior year 1 cohort is training on early literacy (BSLA programme) 

• Year one has done a zoom with parent community re BSLA 

• Ms. Johnson and Ms. Tuhaka running an abridged programme for below students in years 2 
and 3 

• Discussion re national trend- what is MOE doing about it?  

• There are new programmes coming out of MOE 

• Academic achievement nationally dropping 
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• Comparing to regional drop offs in achievement in years 7 and 8, Ngunguru historically better 

• Chanelle raises several questions:  

• Format: is this what others use to present? Rick doesn’t know but gets positive feedback  

• Notes disconnect between “areas for improvement” and “plans for next year” (E.g., if improve 
for Maori, but no plans directly related to them); Asks to separate new from old initiatives.  

• Suggests that AOV areas for improvement should feed into strat plan, discussion around how 
format this so it fits with goals  

• Rick wants to think about whether to change AOV to reflect strategic goals - distinction 
between new actions and business as usual  

• Discussion: could hubs have anything to do with dip in performance? 

• Rick says data doesn’t support idea that learning would be going backwards because of ILEs 
(innovative learning env) and MLEs (modern learning env); 

• Seeing positives from hubs, teacher attitudes and student wellness; 

• Suggestion that it would be helpful to receive a presentation to the BOT in future from hub 
teachers 

• Carolyn says, as hub teacher, enjoying and gaining from it by quite a bit, children this year are 
calmer; anxiety for older years that weren’t born into covid education  

• Discussion around timeline of cohorts entering hubs and whether this corresponds to AOV drop; 
went into hubs in stages - mid 2020, big rooms, Mania in a small room for 2021 (wall down this 
year), Moana 2021  

• Staff reports seeing children calm and independent, broader peer group to connect to, students 
have options on which adult they can connect to  

• Joel raises question of 61 students with special needs 

• Rick explains that some of those fall into more than one category but each is counted once in 
percentages  

 
 
 
MOTION: To adopt AOV for submission 28 March. 

Melissa            CARRIED  

 

STRATEGIC PLANNING 

Chanelle Presents outcome of subcommittee meeting for strategic plan 

• Explained meeting (Chanelle, Rick, Melissa) and 3 year process; due for a new plan next year 

• Stated Importance of owning own and delivering plan as a unified BOT, co-signed with students, 
staff, and community. This is our report card.  

• Tabled Strategic Planning Timeline and discussed stages: 1) audit existing plan; 2) prioritizing; 3) 
sharing (take it to the community); 4) Design new plan from collated material - make it clear what 
stakeholders can expect school to deliver; 5) Launch for Rick’s operational execution of plan  

• Suggests that we always have a portion of our hui dedicated to question of what are we doing to 
progress our goals— consensus that agendas include this item 

- Melissa will communicate with subcommittee re next meeting 
 
SELF REVIEW 
 
COVID Survey 

• Rick has created summary 

• Joel thinks would be great to share summary 

• Kudos to Carolyn for good distance learning 
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• Consensus that results needs to go back to community  

• Chanelle will incorporate into next BOT spot 
 
COVID Update 
Rick presents update to the Board and explains that  

• School has averaged 64 absences per day, been a huge problem  

• F coding for absence - an absence for covid related reasons (no truancy action for these types of 
actions) 

• Rick personally rang every parent with those absences, 9 students have come back, 10 still learning 
from home, 7 are waiting to come back, 3 adrift - assuming off for covid related reasons; good 
response to phone calls; no other reasons indicated as to why they are missing school; 

• 3 longterm teachers away; have been down 5 staff (gaps plugged with support staff, remedial staff and 
extension staff); 

• Moana Camp did not go ahead because of covid - postponing until week 10 

• Tai Pari camp happened and was fantastic. 
 
 
KEA Crossing 
 
Amber presents district council concept plans for three community crossings: Kopipi, Shoebridge and shops 

• BOT has received letter from Council on project 

• Council has indicated that it will install a kea crossing at Shoebridge Crescent with commitment from 
either school or community to man the crossing. 

• Rick expresses concern about school being solely responsible (logistics, enough teachers); suggests roster 
managed by third party- could FONS have this discussion?  

• Discussion ensues re best way to move forward 

• Consensus that school wants the installed crossing but does not want to be singularly responsible for 
its management 

• Consensus to discuss with FONS (Chanelle) at next meeting possibility of volunteer roster 

• Joel has walking school bus idea, children from neighborhood they all do it at once 

• Amber will contact Council to let them know that school will formally respond to letter after FONS 
meeting 

 

MOTION: That the school endorse an initiative with FONS, Ratepayers, other community groups, to create 
a community roster to man a kea crossing at Shoebridge Crescent and indicate the same to the Council. 

Amber/Melissa           CARRIED  

 

 
PROPERTY  
Joel provides update that he received email from project manager, admin block, start 4 april, finish in June, 
shrinkwrap to waterproof building 

• Consensus on timeframes 
Rick provides update on:  

• Substance of work (pull up court, storage at end of court) 

• Asbestos clean out 

• Replacing external window joinery to correct colour 

• Covid Delays 

• Dental clinic remodel is done 
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Rick states that new guitar teacher starting next week; no one has approached school about teaching piano 
 
HEALTH & SAFETY 
 
Policy Review: Rick provides timeline of SchoolDocs Policy Review schedule and explains the policies that 
require only board review as opposed to those needing community input 

• Most related to COVID  

• Review schedule heavy; no need to pursue optional policies  

• Reminder that BOT members need to log on and provide feedback on policies 

• Chanelle asks whether trustees discuss feedback in our meetings; answer is instead that 
trustees individually must log on to provide feedback, which then is discussed  

• Note that BOT can always discuss topical, non scheduled policies 

• Chanelle suggests that Board spend more time with COVID policies 

• Joel asks if we have gone through Safety Management System; Rick states thorough audit occurred 
on those systems recently 

• Clarification that SchoolDocs policies are generic unless customised.  

• Discussion on how to engage community in this area; Chanelle will create thumbnails for school FB 
page to get community feedback on policies 

 
Consensus that scheduled policies need to be on agenda at first meeting of term. Next meeting will discuss 
scheduled policies for Term 2 
 
 
FINANCE REPORT 
 
No accounts in for March- looking at January  
 
MOTION: To receive and adopt financial report . 

Melissa            CARRIED 

Discussion re Fraud Response Letter: Melissa explains that this letter pertains to 2021 and chair signs, then 
goes to auditor. Clarification that Terry wrote but Melissa signed letter.  

Melissa now is able to be signatory with bank; no longer need for John Wooley to fulfill this role.  

Discussion re need for Board Treasurer and whether to co-opt community member with expertise: 
Consensus to wait for September elections. 

 
 
PRINCIPAL’S REPORT 
 
Rick Provided Camp update and Update on School vaccination programme:  every year 7 and 8 student, 
HPV and other vaccinations; unsure if will be pushback with covid climate. 
 
1 Case of bullying - Rick is seeking report on status of incident  
 
Student wellbeing survey underway before week ten  

• Also a bullying wellbeing survey before week 10  

• Rick notes difficultly of two student surveys and challenges presented by student absences 

• Will go ahead with surveys regardless 
 
MOTION: To adopt principal’s report. 
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Rick/Chanelle           CARRIED  

 
Maori SubCommittee Update  
 
Leila provided update that she and Chanelle met with Quinton Rahui and will meet in first week of term 2; 
that they discuss using marae as extended learning space. Note that Rick is on subcommittee and needs to 
be included in meetings. 
 
Discussion of inclusion of community members that had expressed interest in participating; Chanelle and 
Leila excited about prospect of community inclusion. 
 
Leila will schedule next subcommittee meeting.  
 
 
BOARD OPERATIONS  
 
Amber raised question around process, clarification that Lenise is remunerated as a board secretary and 
therefore can collate meeting materials from all board members; Commitment from board members to 
send Lenise all materials in a timely manner and have them go out as one packet (maybe in multiple PDFs). 
 

Correspondence:  attached (letter from Council). 

 

Matters arising: 

KEA Crossing: Chanelle to liaise with FONS; Amber with Council  

Draft BOT Spot (Chanelle) 

Incorporate COVID result results into next BOT spot 

Policy Review: Trustees to Review Policies on SchoolDocs; Thumbnail for Facebook to engage community in 
review (Chanelle) 

 

 

Matters to be included in Agenda for next meeting. 

Policy Review: Term 2 policies requiring review. 

Progress toward strategic goals.  

 

 

Next Board meeting Tuesday 10 May @ 6.30 p.m  

 

Meeting closed 9.05 p.m. Thanks to community for attending. 

 

CHAIRPERSON ………………………                                             DATED ……………………………………. 


